approved the consolidated quarterly report as at

30 September 2019
highlights IIIQ quarter - progressive 9 months:

 orders intake - backlog - turnover:
o
o
o

orders intake (products only): (-16.5% compared to September 2018)
backlog (only products): 206.4 million euros
consolidated net revenues: 511.1 million euros (-2.0% on the same period of 2018)

 margins:
o
o
o

added value: 219.3 million euros
ebitda: 56.0 million euros
ebit: 29.4 million euros before non-recurring events for 2.4 million euros

 net profit :
o

14.8 million euros

 Group net financial position:
o

negative for 42.6 million euros (including the negative impact of IFRS 16 of 26.9 million euros)

(amounts in million euros)

• consolidated revenues
• added value
incidence on revenues

• EBITDA
incidence on revenues

• EBIT*
incidence on revenues*

IIIQ quarter 2019

9 months 2019

166.9
68.2

511.1
219.3

(40.9%)

(42.9%)

18.0

56.0

(10.8%)

(11.0%)

9.2

29.4

(5.5%)

(5.7%)

*before non-recurring events for 2.4 million euros

Pesaro, 30 October 2019 - The Board of Directors of Biesse S.p.A. -company listed on the STAR segment
of the Italian Stock Exchange- today approved the Report for the third quarter of 2019, examining the
progressive results as at 30 September 2019.
Results
As regards the economic and financial data for the period 1/7/19 - 30/9/19, the Biesse Group has achieved:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consolidated net revenues: 166.9 million euros (+1.0% on the same period of 2018)
Added value: 68.2 million (+1.3% compared to the same period of 2018) euros, 40.9%
incidence on revenues
Gross operating margin (EBITDA): 18.0 million euros (+3.5% compared to the same period of
2018), 10.8% incidence on revenues
Operating result (EBIT): 9.2 million euros (-24.2% compared to the same period of 2018), 5.5%
incidence on revenues
Pre-tax profit: 6.4 million euros (-32.1% compared to the same period of 2018), 3.8% incidence
on revenues
Net profit: 4.4 million euros (-29.5% compared to the same period of 2018), 2.6% incidence on
revenues

As a result, the progressive total as at 30 September 2019 (nine months) was:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consolidated net revenues: 511.1 million euros (-2.0% on the same period of 2018)
Added value: 219.3 million euros (+0.8% compared to the same period of 2018), 42.9%
incidence on revenues
Gross operating margin (EBITDA): 56.0 million euros (-8.1% compared to the same period of
2018), 11.0% incidence on revenues, with a positive IFRS 16 effect of 4.7 million euros
Operating result (EBIT): 29.4 million euros (-30.8% compared to the same period of 2018),
5.7% incidence on revenues, before non-recurring events for 2.4 million euros
Pre-tax profit: 22.4 million euros (-38.1% compared to the same period of 2018), 4.4%
incidence on revenues
Net profit: 14.8 million euros (-37.2% compared to the same period of 2018), 2.9% incidence
on revenues - tax rate at 34.1%

The Group C.F.O. Pierre Giorgio Sallier de La Tour stated “The 30 September results are confirming the difficulties of our reference
markets as well as the coolness of the world demand for durable goods, as moreover already announced the June 21st. All the volatility
and uncertainty causes are remaining -political and economic-, hindering any resumption prospect. Despite the recovery of the
consolidated revenues we realized during these 9 months, it’s remaining clear the perception we’re still living a strong negative phase. In
addition, the actual orders intake reiterates an evident slowdown (-16,5% vs September 2018), while the orders backlog -in absolute
value- is more than 205 Euro mln and it represents a production visibility for not more than 4 months. The recent events we attended or
we internally organized, were concluded in a satisfactory way, both for the number of visitors and for the interest they demonstrated,
although these feedback can’t be enough to overturn the actual feeling. From the balance sheet point of view the pressure on the operative
working capital elements is not relevant; the Net Financial Position forecasted for this year end, before the IFRS 16 impacts, is remaining
positive”.

Net Financial Position & Balance Sheet Data
The Group's net financial position as at 30 September 2019 was negative for 42.6 million EUROS, worsening
(62.0 million euros) compared to the same period in 2018. The impact of IFRS 16 within the NFP as at 30
September 2019 amounted to 26.9 million euros. Taking into account also this effect, since the beginning of
the year, - net of the payment of dividends to shareholders and the balance of the main extraordinary
components - ordinary operations drained liquidity for 22.7 million euros (adjusted NFP delta).
Net Invested Capital: 265.1 million euros - Shareholders' equity: 222.5 million euros - C.C.N.O. (Operating net
working capital) 88.7 million euros. Operating Net Working Capital has a 17.35% incidence on revenues
(incidence on revenues at 10.17% in September 2018)
Within the Operating Net Working Capital, Payables to Suppliers suffered the most evident worsening
(September 2019 vs. September 2018).
DSO 48 days (the same vs September and December 2018)
DPO 107days (119days September 2018 – 118days December 2018)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Breakdown of consolidated revenues by geographical area and division
The breakdown of consolidated revenues shows - from a geographical point of view - a slight decrease (-1.8%)
in sales in Western Europe (as a percentage of sales 45.5%), with the domestic component at 14.3% (down
from the same period of the previous year when it was 17.4%, but constant compared to last June).
Also in comparison with the same period of 2018, strong is the increase in the contribution of the North
American area, with an incidence of 23% on consolidated revenues (+40.8% the growth rate) mainly due to big
systems orders.
On the other hand, the Eastern Europe segment (representing 12.4% of consolidated revenues) as well as the
Asian segment both fell (-19.7% Eastern Europe and -22.1% Asia). Asia is remaining with 15.3% incidence on
consolidated revenues.
For what is concerning the main 3 business divisions, the Wood sector continued to dominate (71.8% of
revenues) compared to both Glass/Stone/Marble (18.0% of revenues) and Mechatronics (12.4% before
elisions). The contribution of the "advanced materials" segment is growing, even though it does not represent
an autonomous business division.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Orders
As at 30 September 2019, the progressive value of Group orders intake (products only) - compared to the
same period of the previous year - was 16.5% lower. The Group backlog (products only) at the end of
September 2019 amounted to over 206.4 million euros (-8.5% compared to the end of 2018).
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Events
Also this year the internal event Biesse Inside (Pesaro 3-5 October) dedicated to technologies for the
processing of wood and technological materials has been organized. In addition to confirming - by improving
them - its commitment and constant attention to its customers, Biesse was able to show its progress in digital
innovation and integration (digital factory). More than 3,000 people from all over the world participated in this
event held on the Biesse campus (5,000 square meters). The interest shown in both the new technological
solutions and the in-depth studies and workshops proposed by Biesse exceeded expectations.
Forecast
Waiting to update the targets of the Group's Three-Year Business Plan for the three-year period 2020-2022, in
the light of the results achieved to date and the most recent macro-economic expectations at global level, the
updated forecast for the current year is as follows:

consolidated revenues: expected range 695-705 million euros
ebitda: expected range 70-75 million euros

Conference Call
Today (30 October at 4 p.m.), following the approval of the results, Biesse will hold a telephone conference call
to comment on what has already been achieved during the 9 months of 2019. A brief supporting presentation
(PDF file) will also be available on the company website www.biessegroup.com, investor relations section.
Appointment of the Manager responsible for preparing the accounting reports
During today's meeting, the Board of Directors of Biesse appointed Pierre Giorgio Sallier de La Tour, the
Group's C.F.O., as the manager responsible for preparing the company's accounting reports pursuant to
paragraph 2 of Article 154-bis of the Consolidated Law on Finance.
"The manager responsible for preparing the company's accounting reports (Dr. Pierre Giorgio allier de
La Tour) declares, pursuant to paragraph 2 of Article 154-bis of the Consolidated Law on Finance, that
the accounting information contained in this press release corresponds to the document results, books
and accounting records
specific notice regarding the deposit at the Company’s registered of the Consolidated Financial Statement 30 September 2019 will be
published the 31 October in the Italia Oggi newspaper. (copy of this notice regarding the deposit is even available on our Group website
www.biessegroup.com)

BIESSE S.p.A. - Biesse Group is a global leader in technology for processing wood, glass, stone, plastic, and metal. It designs,
manufactures and distributes machines, integrated systems and software for manufacturers of furniture, door/window
frames and components for the construction, ship-building and aerospace industries. It invests an average of more €14
million per year in R&D, boasting over 200 registered patents. The company operates through 12 industrial sites, 39 branches,
and 300 agents and selected dealers, exporting 90% of its production. Its customers include some of the most prestigious
names in Italian and international design. Founded in Pesaro in 1969 by Giancarlo Selci, Biesse SpA has been listed in the
STAR segment of the Italian Stock Exchange since June 2001. More than 4,000 the employees today in its facilities
(production & distribution) based in Pesaro, Gradara, Padova, Villafranca (VR), Thiene (VI), Alzate Brianza (CO), Bangalore,
Dongguan and in its branches/representative offices in Europe, North America, Latin America, the Middle & Far East, Asia
and Oceania.
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